
2 October
Snugglepot & Cuddlepie, Australian

children’s classic of bush characters by May
Gibbs. BATHURST Memorial Entertainment
Centre. Tel 02 6333 6162

2 - 7 October
Parkes Country Music Association

presents the Parkes Country Music
Spectacular at the PARKES RSL Club.
Contact Margaret Thurn Tel 02 6882 1417

4 - 5 October
BURN! A community musical by

Crying in Public Places and HotHouse
Theatre at The Butter Factory Theatre
ALBURY WODONGA Tel 02 6021 7433.

4 - 5 October
The Adventures of Snugglepot &

Cuddlepie by May Gibbs. Young actors bring
to life the exploits of the gum-nut twins.
Presented by the Merrigong Theatre
Company, WOLLONGONG. Bookings
through IPAC Box Office Tel 02 4226 3366.
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Shadows
for me to                        in.”

15
“... flare up like flame and create great 

dance

21 JUNE 2002: THE STARRY WINTER’S NIGHT WAS CRYSTAL CLEAR,
the streets were aglow with goodwill and the gentle light of the
lanterns, the air was vibrant with the beat of The Green Band, and
the colourful Samba Dancers. Ten thousand people filled the streets
— from toddlers to octogenerians — as the Lismore Lantern Parade
once again brought a touch of magic to the heart of the city. 

The parade wound its way down to the banks of the Wilsons

River, where the audience was entranced by a spectacular

theatrical performance, Shadows To Dance In, a fast moving 

show including an original score, dancers, acrobats, fire effects

and giant shadow puppets and a brilliant fireworks display. 

Over the past eight years the Lismore Lantern Parade has grown,

gently as candlelight, to become a community tradition, well loved

and supported by an diverse cross-section of the community. 

This year we had to deal with the ongoing hassles with public

liability insurance which put incredible stress on the organisers

and eventually, a huge hole in one person’s bank balance.  

Otherwise, the parade was relatively ‘cashed up’, securing grants

from Festivals Australia and The Australia Council’s Community

Cultural Development Fund. For a free event that’s invariably

underfunded, it’s amazing the difference some funding makes.

For years we tried to get a good band together. This year we did it,

with The Green Band — a seriously BIG band of over sixty young

musicians (mostly), featuring drums, percussion and a great brass

section, lead by the inimitable Greg Sheehan and brass legend

Scott Tinkler. Adding to the carnival atmosphere the band

members were wildly attired in green themed headgear created 

in the Lantern Parade Workshops.  The Samba Dancers added

more colour and movement. Back in April we started special

Carnivale dance workshops lead by Sky Blue and Fernando from

Sydney which continued with our very own Daniella Finkenaeur.

On the night over a hundred dancers dressed in fantastic costumes,

masks and head-dresses and samba’d their way through the streets.

An innovative element in our parade was the Light Heart project,

where local businesses and organisations sponsor a community

group to have a big lantern in the parade. The theme was “Have 

a light heart”.  Fifteen community groups participated. It was

fantastic having such diversity in the workshop and seeing the

different approaches to the project. Slogans, logos and politics

were banned, so people had to stretch beyond their normal

boundaries and come up with some really creative images. 

And in the parade itself, each group carried their own lantern

with such pride and joy — this is what it’s all about!

Shadows To Dance In provided a fabulous multimedia finale to 

the parade:  a Dantesque journey into the Shadow world, where

Ombra, afraid of the dark and the shadows lurking there, is led by

her Shadow through the realms of the Shadow world, and learns

that there is nothing to fear but fear itself. Inspired by a poem by 

Rainer Maria Rilke, we wanted to speak about these times we 

live in, how we are moving towards a shadowy culture of fear 

and the unaccepted. That things are not always black and white,

and how ‘the shadow’ can be a useful way of learning and

understanding in a difficult and complex world. In the words 

of Rilke, “… beauty and terror, no feeling is final.”

The Lismore Lantern Parade acknowledges the Bundjalung Nation

on whose land we all walk. The parade and performance are

dedicated to world peace — beginning in each of our hearts. 

“.. you go beyond your imaginings.” 

Shadows To Dance In Producer & Artistic Director: Jyllie Jackson; Finale Director: Margie
Mackay; Music: Fred Cole; Shadow puppets: Jo Davidson; Choreography: Michael
Hennessey & Simon Adams; Consultant: Neil Cameron; Narrator: Rhoda Roberts;
Pyrotechnics: Steve de Russett. And a lot of hard work and creativity by the hundreds 
of volunteers and the Work for the Dole crew . 
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by JYLLIE JACKSON
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